We show that the blaze effect for the antispecular orders from deep reAection gratings is intimately connected with the enhancement of the mean backscattered intensity from deeply rough random surfaces. We also prove that when the illuminated structure has a center of symmetry then the intensity in the specular direction can also be enhanced.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper' we showed that the lightdiffracted intensities from perfectly conducting deep reflection gratings have a remarkable tendency to be enhanced either in the specular oi in any of the antispecular orders. The curves of the diffracted intensities versus grating depth, for a certain profile and a given incidence angle 00, exhibit a characteristic oscillatory behavior (cf. Ref. 1 and references therein) whose amplitudes are markedly larger for the specular or the antispecular (if it exits at that angle of incidence). Thus, although it is possible to devise a particular grating with blaze in a chosen order, statistically, over a set of profiles a pr iori given, are the specular, or the antispecular diffraction orders, those with the highest probability of enhancement.
Blaze of antispecular intensities under a particular incidence angle and for a certain profile in the Littrow mount is a well-known phenomenori. ' However, what we show here is the tendency of deep reflection gratings to present blaze in all antispecular orders (or in the specular, alternatively).
The gratings studied in Ref. 1 
The diffracted intensities should satisfy the unitarity condition Equation (4) 
